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the truth of the matter is that drake is probably the hottest rapper of his time. drake not only has many critical accolades already under his belt, but fans also agree, he’s probably the most
recognizable rapper on the planet right now. his music has been featured in movie trailers, tv commercials, and now we have certified lover boy which might be the coolest thing drake has
ever done. he has, however, worked with incredible and, at times, baffling artists over the years. here are the top five collaborations of drake’s career. (this is not necessarily in any order,

but the drake-affiliated projects are often linked in the same order as this list) nas's appearance on like water for chocolate has to be one of the most iconic moments in hip-hop history. the
way drake lifts that mention out of the track and alludes to nas's voice on the track niggas in paris will always be remembered. but drake has worked with a few other artists throughout his
career that have really raised the bar for the type of collaborations he has in the future. we suggest you read on to find out who drake's biggest competition is in the rap game! the biggest
rap competition for drake is probably shady xv. for the past few years, shady xv has been spitting bars way faster than drake. even when drake is on a song with xv, he always comes out in
the end as the clear winner. drake has, however, crafted a few hits for himself, and these are the top five for you to check out. (don't worry, you can skip to any section of these songs and
they'll all still work just fine. every time we do this, people in the comment section of the hype crime youtube channel realize that we're essentially taylor swift fans and want to rip us to

pieces for it)
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